
PROGRAMME OF CULTURAL EVENTS

MAY  -  AUGUST   2 0 1 8



The first Settimana del cinema italiano 
launches in Dublin this year. This 
initiative celebrates the richness of Italian 
cinema today: its beauty, its humour, 
its depth, its acute observations of 
relationships and of Italian life past and 
present. During the week (21-28 May), 
there will be free screenings and a series 
of events and talks both at the IIC and at 
TCD.

SERIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS
SETTIMANA DEL CINEMA ITALIANO 

Films are subtitled, and events are normally in English. Sponsored 
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation 
(MAECI), with the support of the Italian Departments at Trinity 
College, Dublin and University College, Dublin. 
Programme of events (details and further events TBC):
14/05: The Italian Cinema Audiences Project, 6.30pm, IIC
21/05: Il primo incarico, Director: Giorgia Cecere, 2010. 7pm, Joly 
Theatre, Hamilton Building, Trinity College
22/05: Alza la testa, Director: Alessandro Angelini, 2009. 7pm, Joly 
Theatre, Hamilton Building, Trinity College
23/05: Tempo instabile con probabili schiarite, Director: Marco 
Pontecorvo, 2015. 7pm, Joly Theatre, Hamilton Building. Trinity 
College
26/05 Noi credevamo, Director: Mario Martone, 2010. 7pm, Joly 
Theatre, Hamilton Building, Trinity College
25/05. “Like the Grave of Stone, Like the Cradle of a Star: Cinematic 
connections between Italy and Ireland.” Organised by Trinity College.
Time and place to be confirmed.
28/05: L’intervallo, Director: Leonardo Di Costanzo, 2012. 6.30pm, 
IIC



READING DANTE AT THE IIC
Several times throughout the Commedia Dante addresses the 
lettore with the belief that he will be read by the futura gente – 
ourselves, and this we shall do with Corinna Salvadori Lonergan 
and Daragh O’Connell. We shall continue with the second half and 
the conclusion of Purgatorio. The 10 readings of Paradiso will start 
in Autumn. It was not intended, but the total number of readings 
will be 33, very Dantean.
The encounters will take place in the Pavilion at the Italian 
Institute of Culture on Tuesdays at 6.30pm, ending about 8.00. 
The explanation will be in English and the reading of the text in 
Italian. We look forward to welcoming all who want to enjoy the 
wonder of the Commedia, readers old and new, without worries 
about your knowledge of the language. Dante will improve it.

Programme of readings
The readings of Purgatorio will resume on Tuesday May 29th, 
and the cantica will be concluded by Tuesday June 25th. 
All readings will begin at 6.30pm. 
The readers will be Corinna Salvadori Lonergan and, 
for the third session, Daragh O’Connell.

Litograpsh by Liam O` Broin

29/05 – Purgatorio: Central canti of the Commedia: free will, love, Adriano V (XVI-XIX)
05/06 – Purgatorio: The Avaricious and Prodigal, Statius and Virgil (XX-XXII)
12/06 – Purgatorio: Friendship, Poetry and Poets (XXIII-XXVI)
19/06 – Purgatorio: Dante’s dream, Earthly Paradise, Matelda, river Lethe (XXVII-
XXIX)
25/06 – Purgatorio: Beatrice, Dante’s rebuke, his mission, pageant, le stelle (XXX to 
XXXIII)

ITALIAN NOIR SERIES
For more than twenty years a number of Italian writers have been 
digging deep into the dirt of society. In their crime novels, authors 
such as Massimo Carlotto, Carlo Lucarelli and Giancarlo De Cataldo 
do not hesitate to paint a dark portrait of the Belpaese, one in which 
the conventional divisions between good and evil, fiction and reality 
are blurred. These are the writers of Italian Noir, whose stories aim 
at exploring the black heart of Italy. Between April and June 2018 the 
IIC will host the three mentioned noir writers. 



Thursday 3rd May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Italian Noir Series: 
A conversation with Carlo Lucarelli  
chaired by Enrica Maria Ferrara 

In English and Italian

Carlo Lucarelli is an Italian crime-writer, TV presenter and journalist. He was the 
presenter of a popular Italian crime television programme (Blu notte misteri d’Italia). 
He has written more than twenty novels and numerous short stories, including Almost 
Blue and Day after Day. Lucarelli also co-wrote the scripts of Detective De Luca, a 
crime fiction TV series released in 2008, which was adapted from his trilogy of novels 
set during Italy’s fascist era.

Thursday 10th May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Scienza o fantascienza?
“Where is everyone?”: Looking for extraterrestrial 
life - with Amedeo Balbi 
In English

Amedeo Balbi is an astrophysicist who teaches at the University of Rome “Tor 
Vergata”.  His research interests range from the origin of the universe to the problem 
of dark matter and energy, to the search of life in the cosmos. He is a columnist for 
the Italian edition of Scientific American. His latest book is “Dove sono tutti quanti?” 
(Where is everyone?).

Wednesday 2nd May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it
Calvino, Sciascia and Giufà 
 Lecture by Prof. Joseph Francese  
chaired by Enrica Maria Ferrara (TCD) 
In English

The careers of Italo Calvino and Leonardo Sciascia intertwined almost from their 
debuts as writers. Calvino, in his capacity of editor at Einaudi, was one of the first 
readers of Sciascia’s works, from Gli zii di Sicilia through the late 1970s. An important 
point of intersection was their divergent readings of the trickster Giufà, a folk hero 
imported into Sicily with the Arab conquest in the 800s. 
Joseph Francese is University Distinguished Faculty at Michigan State University.



The Italian Cinema Audiences project, funded by the UK Arts and Humanities 
Research Council, ran for three years and interviewed Italians from all parts of 
Italy about their memories of cinema-going between 1945-60. This event showcases 
respondents’ memories of particular films, stars, and genres, but also the ways the 
cinema-going experience formed an important part of everyday social life. There will 
also be a chance to share memories of the period with presenters Catherine O’Rawe 
and Sarah Culhane (Bristol University).

Monday 14th May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Settimana del Cinema Italiano
The Italian Cinema Audiences Project 
In English

Tuesday 15th May - 6.30pm 
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Una faccenda di cuore- A homage to Daniel 
O’Connell
by Patrizia Monaco, performed by Eric Heywood and 
directed by Mary Casey. In Italian

Daniel O’Connell died in Genoa on May 15th 1847. His body was buried in Glasnevin 
and his heart in Rome. But the heart now appears to be lost. So where is it? Multi 
award-winning Genoese playwright Patrizia Monaco, whose works have been 
performed and broadcast in many countries and who used to teach Italian at UCD, 
attempts to solve the enigma in a ‘light-hearted’ homage to the Liberator, directed by 
Mary Casey and performed, in Italian, by Eric Haywood. 

Monday 21st- Saturday 26th

Trinity College Dublin
Free Admission- To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Settimana del Cinema Italiano 
at Trinity College Dublin

During the first Settimana del Cinema Italiano - a celebration of the richness of 
Italian cinema, its beauty, its humour, its depth - Trinity College will host a series of 
screenings of contemporary Italian cinema and the event “Like the Grave of Stone, 
Like the Cradle of a Star: Cinematic connections between Italy and Ireland.” For the 
full programme of events,  including times and venues, see the first page and check our 
website.



Monday 28th  May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Settimana del Cinema Italiano
L’intervallo
Director: Leonardo di Costanzo
In Italian with English subtitles

Salvatore, a seventeen-year-old orphan, lives in a grey suburb in Naples. Because 
of an offense to a Camorra chief’s neighbourhood, the fifteen-year-old Veronica 
becomes hostage inside an abandoned building on the far outskirts of Naples, pending 
punishment. Salvatore has to watch over her.  During the waiting, Veronica and 
Salvatore, initially diffident and hostile toward each other, develop a relationship of 
complicity and affection.

Friday 25th May- 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Don’t Tell Me You’re Afraid 
A conversation with Giuseppe Catozzella
In English and Italian

Don’t Tell Me You’re Afraid, Catozzella’s third novel, won the Premio Strega Giovani 
2014, and was published in over a dozen countries. Based on a remarkable true story, 
the book is a moving, inspiring novel whose protagonist, Samia Omar, grows up in 
war-torn Somalia, dreaming of being a world-class sprinter. She sets her sights on the 
2012 games in London, but with the war encroaching on the lives of her family, she 
decides to make the treacherous journey to Europe. 

Thursday 24th May
Various locations Dublin 2
Free admission - www.dublincityofliterature.ie

Words on the Street
A European Literature Trail
In collaboration with Dublin UNESCO City of 
Literature, Dublin City Council and  EUNIC Ireland

Crossing political and literary boundaries - Words on the Street will take you on a 
journey across the cultural landscape in an evening of celebrity readings of translated 
works by contemporary European authors - in stunning and unusual locations around 
Dublin. 
The event will include readings of Don’t Tell Me You’re Afraid by Giuseppe Catozzella, 
translated by Anne Milano Apple.  The book has been longlisted for the International 
Dublin Literary Award 2018. 



Friday 15th June - 6.30pm
National Library of Ireland
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

An Italian Bloomsday  at the National 
Library of Ireland
In English and Italian

The “untranslatable” Finnegans Wake finds plenty of Italian voices: from translators to 
actors, from passionate readers to singers and performers. Translators Fabio Pedone 
and Enrico Terrinoni will talk with journalist Edoardo Camurri about the joys and 
sorrows of translating Finnegans Wake into Italian – and having plenty of fun in the 
process. Following this, Edoardo Camurri will interview Alessandro Bergonzoni, one of 
Italy’s most remarkable, visionary and adventurous actors, on his interest in Joyce.

From Monday 11th June to Friday 22nd June - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Genoa-Mediterranean and back: a comics 
journey through Crêuza de mä

Exhibition on Fabrizio De André

The exhibition “Genoa-Mediterranean and back: a comics journey through Crêuza de 
mä”, is the outcome of an educational project promoted in 2004 by Coop Liguria and 
designed by film-maker Matteo Valenti, who, together with six art institutes and one 
artist, has turned the album’s songs into animated illustrations. Among panels and 
silhouettes depicting De André, animated short videos will be screened, as well as 
the documentary “Quando la luna si mostra nuda”. Local musicians, short-listed in 
collaboration with Radio Dublino, will also perform songs by De André.

Wednesday 30th May - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Scienza o fantascienza?
Filming the infinitely small  
with Massimo Altarelli
In English

What do atoms actually look like? Is there a way to see them? 
Prof. Massimo Altarelli (Max Planck Institute for Structure and Dynamics of Matter
Hamburg, Germany) will tell us about the fascinating developments of this branch 
of physics, from the discovery of X-rays in 1895, to the breakthrough of synchrotron 
radiation. The latest addition to these discoveries is the European XFEL, resulting 
from the collaboration of 12 countries including Italy, and now operating in Hamburg, 
which Professor Altarelli led until 2016.



From Thursday 28th June to Friday 13th July - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

This exhibition of oil paintings, lithographs and glass sculptures shows how 
internationally acclaimed Irish artist Carmel Mooney creates an artistic vision 
bringing  her early roots in rural Ireland to her long-standing experience and love of 
Italy in Tuscany, Sicily and Venice. Works include Celtic mystical landscapes, colour 
explosions of Mt Etna and the glass sculptures created in the furnaces in Murano, 
Venice – the artist at work with the master glass-maker is also captured in a video.

Thursday 21st June -6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

International Music Day
“Bambini, matti e solitari. Chasing Faber in 
Dublin”

Make Music is a free celebration of music around the world on June 21st. Launched in 
1982 in France as the Fête de la Musique, it is now held on the same day in more than 
800 cities in 120 countries.  
On this occasion, the IIC will host the musicians selected as part of the contest 
“Bambini, matti e solitari, Chasing Faber in Dublin” organized by Radio Dublino in the 
framework of the Crêuza de mä exhibition, as a tribute to Fabrizio De André. 

Irish Italian Artistic Splendour
Exhibition by Carmel Mooney

Saturday 16th June - 3pm
National Library of Ireland
Free admission - To book: ww.iicdublino.esteri.it

An Italian Bloomsday  at the National 
Library of Ireland
In English

In the second part of the Bloomsday event dedicated to the presence of James Joyce 
in Italian culture and hosted by the National Library of Ireland, writer Barry McCrea 
and singer Simon Morgan  will present a selection of Joycean songs in English, Irish, 
and Italian, with some short explanations on the meaning of these songs in Joyce’s 
works.



The second edition of the Italian Fusion Festival brings you an eclectic day of music, 
dance, food and audio-visual entertainment. Featuring several bands based in Ireland 
with Irish, Italian and international musicians, the festival line up spans jazz, 
folk, trad, blues and rock music. There will also be a Vintage Vespa Exhibition on 
Ha’Penny Bridge Square and a Short Film Competition, The competition, organized 
by Radio Dublino, will feature short movies focusing on the meeting of different 
cultures. 

Sunday 8th July - 3.00pm-
The Grand Social, Liffey Street, D1
for tickets and full programme ???

Thursday 26th July - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Italian mathematician and writer Piergiorgo Odifreddi will discuss one of his latest 
books “Dalla terra alle lune” (From the Earth to the Moons). The book is the diary 
of a cosmic journey to the moon and beyond, between planets and satellites of our 
Solar System. Odifreddi drives the space ship in the company of Plutarch, Kepler and 
Huygens, moving through mythology, science fiction, literature, cinema, primordial 
ideas of ancient physics as well as sophisticated images of modern astronomy.

Italian Fusion Festival
Organized by Radio Dublino

Scienza o fantascienza?  
“Dalla terra alle lune” with Piergiorgio 
Odifreddi
In English

Storie naturali, the first collection of Primo Levi’s science fiction stories, was published 
in September 1966, under the pen name Damiano Malabaila, wrapped in a paper band 
by Einaudi publishing house, posing an attractive and engaging question: «Science 
Fiction?». It alluded to questions that still have not been fully answered: why did Levi 
choose science fiction? In which social and cultural context did he write these stories? 
Francesco Cassata is Full Professor of Contemporary History at the University of 
Genoa.

Friday 13th July - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Scienza o fantascienza?
“Bad dreams in short story form”: Primo Levi and 
Science fiction - with Francesco Cassata
In English



Italian Language Courses

Have you ever thought of learning Italian?
Discover our offer of Italian Language Courses, Conversation Classes,and 
Book Club. 
Our courses will help you develop speaking, reading and writing skills in a 
structured and gradual manner. Our teachers are Italian graduates with 
extensive experience and special qualifications in the teaching of Italian as a 
foreign language. 
Come and discover our library and lose yourself in the wisdom and beauty of 
the Classics or in the originality of Contemporary Italian Literature

For more information please contact us via email classes.iicdublino@esteri.it, 
call us 01 662 0509/662 1507 or visit our website www.iicdublino.esteri.it

William John Banville, who sometimes writes as Benjamin Black, is an Irish novelist, 
adapter of dramas, and screenwriter.

Claudio Magris is an Italian scholar, translator, journalist and professor of German 
literature. 

Thursday 28th August - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it 

John Banville and Claudio Magris: a 
conversation on cities, rivers, walls, and 
Europe
More details TBA

Thursday 29th August - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Free Admission - To book: www.iicdublino.esteri.it 
On Ferocity
A conversation with Nicola Lagioia

One of Italy’s most critically acclaimed contemporary novelists, Nicola Lagioia has 
been the recipient of the Volponi, Straniero, Viareggio and Strega awards. He has been 
a jury member of the Venice Film Festival and is the program director of the Turin 
Book Fair. At once an intimate family saga, a history of an entire region, and a portrait 
of the moral and political corruption of a whole society, Ferocity - his English-language 
debut - is an exhilarating, ambitious, and vivid work of fiction.



CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DAY TIME PLACE EVENT

02/05 6.30pm IIC Calvino, Sciascia e Giufà-  
Lecture by Prof. Francese

03/05 6.30pm IIC Italian Noir Series- Carlo Lucarelli
10/05 6.30pm IIC Scienza o fantascienza? - Amedeo Balbi 

14/05 6.30pm IIC Settimana del Cinema Italiano -The 
Italian Cinema Audiences Project

15/05 6.30pm IIC Performance Una faccenda di cuore

21-26/05 Trinity 
College Settimana del Cinema Italiano

24/05 6.30pm Various 
locations Words on the Street

25/05 6.30pm IIC Don’t tell me you’re afraid -  
Giuseppe Catozzella

28/05 6.30pm IIC Settimana del Cinema Italiano- 
L’Intervallo

30/05 6.30pm IIC Scienza o fantascienza? - Massimo 
Altarelli

11-22/06 6.30pm IIC Crêuza de mä- Exhibition De André

15/06 6.30pm
National 

Library of 
Ireland

Bloomsday- Talks on Translations with 
Alessandro Bergonzoni

16/06 3.00pm
National 

Library of 
Ireland

Bloomsday - Concert

21/06 6.30pm IIC International Music Day -  
A tribute to Fabrizio De Andrè

28/06-13/07 6.30pm IIC Irish Italian Artistic Splendour -  
Exhibition by Carmel Mooney 

08/07 3.00pm The Grand 
Social Italian Fusion Festival

13/07 6.30pm IIC Scienza o fantascienza?  
Primo Levi - Francesco Cassata

26/07 6.30pm IIC Scienza o fantascienza? - Piergiorgo 
Odifreddi

28/08 6.30pm IIC John Banville and Claudio Magris
29/08 6.30pm IIC On Ferocity - Nicola Lagioia



11 Fitzwilliam Square East, Dublin 2 D02 KN81 
+353 (1) 662 0509 / 662 1507 
iicdublino@esteri.it
www.iicdublino.esteri.it

vi aspettiamo!

Special Thanks


